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1 Purpose
The purpose of this document is to give sufficient information on how to install and
operate the key components of the SCRmarine system. The installation guideline also
describes the post adjustments and inspection processes and gives general information
on service and maintenance.
The first section gives an overview of the system and presents key points to enable
commissioning.

1.1 The SCR technology
NOx, nitrogen oxides, produced during the combustion process in diesel engines is a
contributing factor to air pollution. In an SCR system (Selective Catalytic Reduction) the
injected urea reacts over the catalyst with the harmful NOx gases in the exhaust and
converts it to water and nitrogen.
4NH 3 + 4NO + O2 → 4N2 + 6H2O
Urea is a clear, non-toxic chemical. It is in normal conditions safe to handle and is not
harmful to the environment. To be able to inject the urea into the exhaust, a mixture of
urea diluted in distilled water, called Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) is used. Another
technical name is Aqueous Urea Solution (AUS). Urea can cause corrosion to metal
parts; therefore the handling equipment must be designed to withstand urea. This applies
to tanks, pumps, lines, etc.
In this document the common names DEF and urea are used instead of trade
names.

It is important to only use DEF in accordance to the ISO 22241 or ISO
18611 standards.

Note! The fuel quality for the SCR system must fulfill EN 590.

Note! If a POC is used in combination with SCR or as a stand alone unit,
the fuel quality must fulfill EN 590.

For other fuel qualities please contact Stt Emtec AB for consultation.
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1.2 System overview
The schematic diagram in Figure 1 shows the layout of the SCRmarine system. It is a
fully automated after-treatment NOx reduction system with simple calibration and low
maintenance requirements.

Figure 1.
SCR marine system, arrangement and layout
1. SCR chamber, 2. Exhaust mixer, 3. DEF service tank, 4. Control cabinet, 5. Electronic Control Unit (ECU),
6. Diagnostic display, 7. DEF Dosing Unit (DDU)), 8. Exhaust pressure sensor, 9. Injection Nozzle,
10-1. SCR temperature sensor 1, 10-2. SCR temperature sensor 2, 11. NOx Sensor 1, 12. DEF supply pump,
13. DEF line; from service tank to supply pump, 14. DEF line; from supply pump to DDU,
15. DEF line; from DDU to service tank. 16. NOx sensor 2 (option), 17. FR unit (compressed air supply)
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1.3 Components overview
The following are the key components of the SCRmarine system. Some parts are
optional, such as the POC (Particle Oxidation Catalyst). Appearance and contents can
vary between specific systems.

DEF Service Tank

DEF Supply Pump

Control Cabinet

FR Unit

Injection Nozzle

Sensor Kit

Exhaust Mixer / SCR Chamber

DEF Dosing Unit

Cable Kit

Hose kit

Particle Oxidation Catalyst
(option)

Figure 2.
SCR marine system, key components
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1.4 System requirements
The SCRmarine is an automatic NOx reduction system. It is based upon a NOx sensor
measuring the actual emissions from the engine and therefore requires little or no
calibration during commissioning. An SCR catalyst assembly, and optionally a POC
(Particulate Oxidation Catalyst), is installed in the exhaust line as close to the engine as
possible to preserve exhaust temperature. Besides from the sensors relating to the SCR
assembly the SCRmarine requires the following from the vessel installation:








Power supply
24VDC or 230 VAC @ 150W nominal power
Power supply shall always be active to the control system
Compressed air supply
40 l/min FAD nominal while the engine is running
Min supply pressure 5 bar
An air tank of at least 50 l if air supply depends on engine running
Access to engine runtime data
The following signals need to available in runtime:
o Engine speed
o Engine load
o Engine boost air pressure
o Engine boost air temperature
o Engine running (ON/OFF) signal
The runtime signals can be obtained from the engines CAN (J1919) databus or
using discrete sensors
DEF
The reaction fluid for the SCR catalyst must always be available in the service
tank
As a rule of thumb the DEF consumption is ~ 5% of engine fuel consumption

1.5 Commissioning requirements
A checklist to enable system commissioning and to make sure that no vital details have
been overlooked is available in Appendix 02 - Commissioning prerequisites
In order to complete system commissioning an installation report must be completed and
returned to STT Emtec AB. The report document can be found in Appendix 05 – Post
installation check-up
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2 Exhaust components installation
This section provides general and specific information on installing the mechanical
components in the exhaust system.
The exhaust system is stressed both by high temperature variations and vibrations. It is
therefore important to observe both the application notes in this document as well as
applying regulation according to the vessel requirements to ensure trouble free operation
of the SCRmarine system.

2.1 Flanges and gaskets
The canning of the exhaust components is produced of stainless steel with flanges on the
in- and outlet ports. The shape of the flanges can differ due to regulations and/or
customer demands. Please observe the type of flanges in the BOM for your SCRmarine
installation kit.
Table 1 Flange dimensions

Flange
DN125
DN150
DN200

Gasket part no
108665
109104
108893

Flanges are welded on the pipe ends. The flange pairs are mounted together with a
1.5mm stainless steel reinforced graphite gasket. For attachment, 8 - 16 pcs of zinc
plated screws (or stainless) M16x60 8.8 with nuts and washers are used.

Figure 3.
Flange pair, installed and exploded view
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2.2 Thermal expansion
Relative movements and heat extension must always be considered when routing and
installing exhaust pipes. Use gastight flexible parts and compensators when necessary.
In general a heat expansion of 1-2 mm /meter piping for every 100°C can be used as a
rule of thumb.

2.3 Insulation
All exhaust components and the pipes leading from the engine need insulation. The
purpose of the insulation is to retain required operating exhaust temperature for the SCR
catalyst or POC at low load conditions and cold ambient temperatures. It is also
necessary to keep the surface temperature of the pipes and SCR mixer at a level where
condense is avoided. Insulation is also required to ensure the engine crew safety and
protection of the surrounding areas.
It is important to leave space for the insulation at the installation. In a typical installation
the insulation is minimum 50 mm thick. Additional insulation may be required according
to regulations and/or customer demands.
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2.4 Exhaust mixer and SCR chamber (SCR assembly)
2.4.1 Function
In the SCR catalyst
Exhaust flow
chamber a chemical
direction
reaction that converts NOx
and DEF into Nitrogen and
Water takes place. The
first part of the SCR
assembly is the exhaust
SCR
mixer which ensures that
Exhaust
chamber
the injected mixture of
mixer
Figure 4.
DEF and air gets
SCR assembly
thoroughly and
homogenously atomized before entering the catalyst chamber. The catalyst is only active
in temperatures above 220°C and it is therefore important that the whole SCR assembly,
and the pipes leading to it, are well insulated to preserve as much of the exhaust
temperature as possible, especially in low load and low ambient temperature conditions.
2.4.2 Installation
The SCR assembly can be installed in either vertical or horizontal position. The exhaust
mixer shall face the engine. The flange pairs are mounted with a 1.5mm stainless steel
reinforced graphite gasket, see section Flanges. It is important to leave space for the
insulation at the installation, see section
Insulation. Additional brackets to support the
catalyst assembly are required due to the weight
of the catalyst. The design of the support may be
depending on the surroundings and support of
other parts. STT Emtec recommends the use of
metal resilient elements type Vibratec® or
similar.
Welding is not allowed on the catalyst chamber
in the red area marked in figure 5. The catalyst
contains sliding parts for heat elongation
handling which can be damaged by welding.

Figure 5.
SCR chamber. The red area shows where
welding is not allowed.

2.4.3 Maintenance
The SCR is designed not to trap soot and therefore virtually maintenance free. It is
recommended to regularly check flanges for tightness and to verify the NOx converting
function of the catalyst. NOx conversion verification must be performed by trained
personnel only; please contact STT Emtec for more information. See also Appendix 03 –
Maintenance for further information
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2.5 POC (Particle Oxidation Catalyst)
2.5.1 Function
The POC is designed to trap soot and works with a
combination of wall-flow and partial flow to guarantee
trouble free engine operation without active
regenerations. The separated particles are reduced by
a continuous reaction with NO2.
The POC is an option and may not be included in all
SCRmarine systems.
2.5.2 Installation
Figure 6. (Picture from Emitec)
The POC can be installed in either horizontal or vertical Exploded view of the POC
position but must be installed as close as possible to
the turbocharger outlet. The POC shall be installed upstream of the Exhaust mixer and
SCR chamber. The POC and the exhaust pipe leading to it must be insulated in order to
preserve as much exhaust temperature as possible from the engine, but also to ensure
the engine crew safety and protection of the surrounding areas since the POC is typically
installed in the engine room.
The flange pairs are mounted with a 1.5mm stainless steel reinforced graphite gasket,
see section Flanges. It is important to leave space for the insulation at the installation,
see section Insulation.
Additional brackets to support the POC assembly may be needed depending on the
surroundings and support of other parts. STT Emtec recommends the use of metal
resilient elements type Vibratec® or similar. Additional insulation may be used according
to regulations and/or customer demands. It is important to leave space for the insulation
at the installation. In a typical installation the insulation is minimum 50 mm thick. Observe
the exhaust flow direction arrow on the POC.

Note! The flow direction arrow must be pointing
with the exhaust flow.

Figure 7.
Flow direction arrow on the POC

2.5.3 Maintenance
The POC is maintenance free but it is recommended to check for exhaust leaks at the
same time as the rest of the exhaust system, see Appendix 03 - Maintenance
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3 DEF dosing components installation
This section provides information on installing and maintaining the DEF dosing
components of the SCRmarine.

3.1 General
The dosing components are designed to carry liquid DEF from the service tank to the
exhaust stream. When dehydrated the DEF solution will form salt deposits from its Urea
content. This salt is prone to block the supply lines and the dosing components. The
following guidelines are intended to ensure that the system can evacuate DEF thoroughly
when injection is not required, i.e. when the engine is stopped, in order to avoid forming
deposits.
DDU above
mixer
DDU above
DEF supply
pump

Figure 8.
Relative positioning of
injection components

DEF supply pump
above DEF
service tank (or
mounted on tank)

3.2 Components placement
When positioning the injection components it is important to consider their relative
positions in altitude. It is also important to maintain a constant slope of the pipes or hoses
carrying DEF and to avoid any air pockets.
These rules serve to accomplish a good evacuation of DEF from the injection
components
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3.3 DEF supply lines
3.3.1 Function
The DEF lines (Service tank - - Supply pump, Supply pump - - Dosing unit, Dosing unit - service tank) carry the DEF from the tank to the DEF dosing unit. The lines supplies in
the kit are made of polyamide (PA) or reinforced rubber with SAE quick lock fittings
matching those of the service tank, supply pump and DEF dosing unit. Other materials
requested must be supplied by installer and/or yard.
3.3.2 Installation
The DEF lines can be made either of stainless steel tubes, steel braided teflon hoses,
reinforced rubber hoses suitable for DEF or polyamide (PA) hoses. Depending on the
application, the connectors can be of compressed type (cone sealing) or SAE quick lock
type with O-ring sealing.
All DEF lines, suction- as well as pressure lines, have to be routed as straight as possible
to prevent air pockets which may have a negative impact on post injection drainage and
lead to freezing and other blockage. The inner diameter of hoses or pipes must be
minimum 4 mm and they must withstand a pressure of 20 bar.
Due to the volatility of the DEF; when using other lines than the supplies PA hoses, make
sure that all fittings are tight. Stainless steel compression fittings are very difficult to get
tight when carrying DEF.
Note! DEF is very volatile and will slip thru the slightest gap! Make sure all
connections are tight!
3.3.3 Maintenance
There supplied PA hoses are maintenance free.
Fittings are allocated according to the following table:
Table 2 DEF fittings

From
DEF service tank
DEF supply pump
DEF dosing unit

To
DEF supply pump
DEF dosing unit
DEF service tank

Fitting
SAE 3/8”
SAE 3/8”
SAE 5/16”

PA hoses with prefabricated fittings are available in the following lengths:
Table 3 DEF PA hoses part no

Length
0.4
2
3
4
5
7

SAE 3/8”
108744
107462
107997
107998
107999
108344

SAE 5/16”
108745
107463
107994
107995
107996
108345
Figure 9. PA hose, 0.4m
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3.4 DEF service tank
3.4.1 Function
The service tank provides the DEF dosing unit with AdBlue®.
The liquid is pumped from the tank by using the DEF supply
pump normally mounted on the side of the tank. A built-in level
sensor is used by the control system to indicate refill on the
system display. The service tank has a filling cap for manual
filling and the cap is ventilated.
Figure 10.
DEF service tank.

3.4.2 Installation
The DEF service tank can be mounted on additional brackets and has to be attached
firmly. The service tank connects to the DEF supply pump (suction line) and to the DEF
dosing unit (pressure line) thru nipples at the tank top.
SAE 3/8” DEF return line
from DEF dosing unit
Engine coolant water
circulation for cold
environment operation
SAE 3/8” DEF suction line
to DEF supply pump

Figure 11.
Nipples for DEF and coolant water circulation

3.4.3 Bulk tank
The tank also has two spare
Bosses for
bosses (M12x1.5) to the right at
automatic
service tank
the top of the tank suitable for
filling
automatic refill from a bulk tank.
One of the connections should
be used to vent the service tank
to atmosphere during filling. If a
bulk DEF tank is located in the
Figure 12.
Bosses for automatic filling
vessel and the service tank is
permanently connected by a line
or hose, there must be a mechanical shut-off valve before the service tank. This is in
order to prevent hydraulic lock of the engine, in case of a DEF pump breakdown.
The bulk tank and service tank refill system is not within STT Emtecs scope of supply.
An automated service tank refill system should implement a high level alarm.
The recommended material selection for a bulk tank is chromium nickel or chromium
nickel molybdenum steel. Note that no forms of copper alloy are allowed.
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3.4.4 Tank heating
If tank heating is required in a cold environment an autonomous temperature control
circuit must be implemented. Circulating high temperatures, such as 80+°C engine
coolant, water thru the tank will degrade the DEF solution.
The tank heating system is not within STT Emtecs scope of supply.
Table 4 DEF service tank part no

Detail
DEF service tank 100L

Part no
107598

The 100 liter tank is sufficient for at least 70 hours of normal operation on a 300 kW
engine. Different tank sizes are available upon request.

3.4.5 Maintenance
The mesh filter under the filling cap should be observed during filling.
The mesh filter in the bottom of the tank (fitted on the armature) should be checked, and
cleaned if necessary,

Note! Prevent DEF from getting in contact with the air line or its
connections. Any air equipment that has been polluted with DEF has to
be replaced. DEF liquid or crystals in the air inlet can cause blockage
and damage to the DEF dosing unit!
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3.5 FR unit
2
3.5.1 Function
1
The FR unit consists out of a
3
shut-off switch, a pressure
regulator with gauge, an
electronic pressure switch and a
condensate trap. The purpose of
Air inlet from
the unit is to supply regulated air
external
pressure of 4.5 bar to the DEF
compressor
dosing unit. The pressure switch
fitted on the air outlet side is used
Air outlet to
by the control system to indicate
DEF dosing
4
air supply failure. The shut-off
unit
switch on the FR unit should
always be open unless for safety
5
or maintenance purposes. If the
air supply needs to be shut off
always first shutdown the DDS by
Figure 13. FR unit
releasing the Disabling switch
1. Shut-off valve, 2. Pressure regulator, 3. Pressure switch,
4. Pressure gauge, 5. Condensate trap
(right side fuse) in the control
cabinet and then wait for the
system display to read System OFF.
See section 5.2 Enabling and disabling.

Table 5 FR unit, part no

Detail
FR unit assembly

Part no
109105

3.5.2 Installation
The FR unit is connected to the vessel air pressure or an additional air compressor and
to the DEF dosing unit. Connections are typically made using Ø6mm PA hose but other
materials, such as stainless steel, may be required due to regulations.
The FR unit is normally located on the same mounting bracket as the DEF dosing unit
but may be relocated for space reasons. The unit comes assembled with Ø6 mm pneu-fit
quick release fittings on both inlet and outlet ports. The thread of the fittings is G1/4”
internal.
3.5.3 Maintenance
Check the condensate trap

Note! Do not attempt to disable the DDS by shutting off the air supply!
Blockage or damage to the injection components may occur!
See section Operating procedures – System shutdown.
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Table 6 FR unit, spare parts

Pos
1
2
3

Detail
Air regulator
Gauge/manometer
Pressure switch

Part no
107357
108859
108984

3

4
1

Figure 14.
FR unit Spare parts
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3.5.4 Adjusting the air pressure
The air pressure regulator is located on the right hand side
of the FR-unit. Max allowed inlet pressure is 16 bar and has
to be adjusted to 4.5±0.2 bar. Use the manometer on the
FR-unit when adjusting the air pressure.
Use the Diagnostic display, see section 5.4, to verify the
main air pressure;
1. Stop the engine
2. Go to the Actuator test page (Main page ↓ Key down)
3. Step to the AIR test (→Key right)
4. Activate the Atomization air valve (↓ Key down)
5. ‘Nozzle prs’ shall read 1600±200 mbar when correct
air pressure is adjusted

Adjust to:
4.5 bar
gauge
Figure 15
FR unit

Note: The ‘Nozzle prs’ indicates the backpressure in the
injection nozzle resulting from the air flow thru the DEF dosing unit. This pressure level
should not be confused with the gauge reading of the pressure on the FR unit!
3.5.5 Air compressor considerations
Compressed air should be provided from the vessel air supply with installed oil separator.
If the compressed air supply includes an air dryer, then if possible, take the air supply to
the urea pump before the air dryer. If a compressed air system is not available a
separate air compressor has to be installed. Table 7 below contains STT Emtec’s
recommendations for the air compressor.
Table 7: Compressor data recommendations

Air consumption

Recommended
compressor capacity

Tank volume

40 l/min FAD
80 l/min peak (at flush)
Regulated pressure 4,5±0,2
Bar (gauge pressure)
290 l/min FAD
8-10 bar capacity
Screw compressors are
recommended
Min 90 l to reduce the
compressor load time

Note! Piston type
compressors are
typically not designed for
continuous operation and
power capacity and tank size
must be selected with this in
mind.

When using a compressor driven by the engine, either by direct (e.g. belt-) drive or when
the engine supplies electrical power to the compressor, the same capacity requirements
as above regarding the compressor are recommended. However when the engine stops
so does the compressor and in this case the tank volume must be sufficient to handle
post-operation component cleaning.
Minimum tank volume depends on the pressure according to the following calculation:

Tank volume= 180/(pressure-4.5) liters (pressure expressed in bar)
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3.6 DEF supply pump
3.6.1 Function
The DEF supply pump delivers pressurized DEF liquid to the
DEF dosing unit. Liquid that is not metered by the DDU is
returned to the service tank. The supply pump is speed- and
direction controlled by the ECU in the control cabinet. During
post injection the pump is reversed to assist in the evacuation
of the injection lines.
3.6.2 Installation
Figure 17
The preferred mounting position of the DEF supply pump is on
Default (and lowest) DEF supply
the left side of the DEF service tank near the tank fittings. The
pump mounting position
pump bracket is designed to match the mounting holes of the
service tank. Should this location not be suitable the DEF supply
pump can be positioned within 0.2 metres below (equals max
DEF filling level) to 1.0 metres above the service tank top, see
Max 1.0 m
figures 17-19. The low position restriction is to prevent drainage
above tank
top
of the tank and the high position limit is to ensure priming of the
supply pump under all conditions, Maximum length of the suction
line from the service tank to the supply pump is 2 metres.
The supply pump connects to the service tank and to the dosing
unit according to Figure 16.

Figure 18
Max elevation of DEF
supply pump
DEF pressure
line to dosing
unit

DEF suction
line from
service tank

Figure 16
DEF supply pump interface

3.6.3 Maintenance
The DEF supply pump is maintenance free
Table 8 DEF supply pump, part no

Detail
DEF supply pump
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3.7 DEF dosing unit
3.7.1 Function
The DEF dosing unit is a metering device controlled by the ECU in the control cabinet.
DEF is circulated thru a fixed pressure regulator and metering is controlled by a DEF
injector. In order to obtain a high accuracy metering the DEF temperature and pressure
up- and downstream the injector is sensed. A separate pressure sensor monitors air flow
thru the injection nozzle. Air flow and post-injection flush is controlled by two solenoid
valves. The urea dosing unit is equipped with an in-line DEF (urea) filter to prevent
particulates from entering the dosing system and interrupting the dosing function.
1

UP

2
3

4
5

Injection
nozzle

6

DEF inlet (from
DEF supply pump)

11

DEF return (to DEF
service tank)

10
8
9

7
Air inlet (from
FR unit)

Figure 20. DEF dosing unit (DDU)
1. Nozzle pressure sensor, 2. DEF pressure sensor, 3. DEF supply pump pressure sensor, 4. DEF injector,
5. DEF temperature sensor, 6. DEF filter, 7. DEF pressure regulator, 8. Flush air valve, 9. Check valve, 10.
Hydraulic (DEF) damper, 11. Atomization air valve

3.7.2 Installation
The DDU is available in different dosing ranges, see table 9. Please observe the type of
DDU in BOM of your SCRmarine installation kit.
For proper function, the DEF dosing unit should be oriented, as shown in figure 20
above.
The DDU is mounted with shock absorbers on an additional bracket. This bracket has to
be attached to a firm point in the engine room.
The DDU, FR unit and Exhaust backpressure sensor may be mounted separately due to
space restrictions. When doing so it is important to observe any mounting instructions
regarding elevation and tilt depicted in this document.
The DDU should be mounted above the level of the Injection nozzle flange on the mixer
unit and above the DEF supply pump in order to maintain a downward slope towards
those components.
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320

220

260

4x Ø9

280
Figure 21.
Support bracket for DDS, FR unit and backpressure sensor (STT: 108957)

1

2

3

Figure 22.
1. FR unit, 2. DEF dosing and 3.Exhaust backpressure sensor mounted on support bracket
Table 9 DDU support bracket, part no

Pos
1
2
3

Detail
FR unit
DEF dosing unit, 13 kg/h
DEF dosing unit, 31 kg/h
Exhaust backpressure sensor
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The DEF dosing unit can be mounted anywhere above the level of the DEF supply pump.
The maximum length of the hose or tube connection is 10 m but it is preferable to keep it
as short as possible. Max elevation is also 10m above the DEF supply pump.

Max 10m
above DEF
supply pump

Figure 23.
Default (and lowest) DEF supply
pump mounting position

Figure 24.
Air pockets not allowed

Figure 25.
DEF dosing unit to DEF service tank

The return line from the DEF dosing unit to the service tank is normally not pressurized
but can in frozen, or otherwise blocked, conditions observe the same pressure as any
other DEF line. The same restrictions regarding air pockets, lengths and elevation as in
the pressure line applies here also.
Note! DEF is very volatile and will slip thru the slightest gap! Make sure all
connections are tight!

Note! Do not use copper or brass in compression fittings!

Note! Avoid air pockets when routing DEF lines or blockage may occur!
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3.7.3 Maintenance
The DEF filter should be replaced every 12 months, see Appendix 03 – Maintenance.
3.7.4 Replacing the DEF filter
The filter unit consists of a filter body, filter element and
the hose fitting and is delivered as a singled unit.
To replace the DEF filter unit first disable the DDS by
releasing the Disabling switch in the control cabinet and
wait for the LCD to show “System OFF”. Disconnect the
urea suction hose from the fitting on the filter unit.
Unscrew the entire filter unit from the DDU manifold. Fit
the new filter unit (new O-ring sealing included) and
reconnect the urea hose before turning power back on.
Figure 26.
DEF filter unit

1

2
3
5

4

8

7

6

Figure 27. DEF dosing unit, spare parts
1. DEF pressure sensor, 2. DEF injector, 3. DEF temperature sensor, 4. DEF filter, 5. DEF pressure damper,
6. DEF pressure regulator, 7. Air check valve, 8. Air solenoid valves
Table 10 DEF dosing unit, spare parts

Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Detail
DEF pressure sensor
DEF injector, 13 kg/h
DEF injector, 31 kg/h
DEF temperature sensor
DEF filter
DEF pressure damper
DEF pressure regulator
Air solenoid valves, assy
Air check valve
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3.7.5 Replacing the DEF dosing unit
The DEF dosing unit is available in different versions. Consult the bill-of-materials for
your specific system when ordering spare parts.
Note! Start by disabling the DDS and then release the air pressure. If the
nozzle is blocked /clogged, note that pressurized air can be trapped in
the urea line from the pump to the nozzle!
Note! When releasing the DEF- and the electric connections, make sure
no DEF gets in contact with the connector receptacles!
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3.8 Injection nozzle
3.8.1 Function
The injection nozzle transports DEF and air into the exhaust mixer chamber of the SCR
assembly. It creates a mist of air and DEF when air and DEF is released from the nozzle
tip into the mixer.
3.8.2 Installation
The nozzle is installed in the mixer
chamber of the SCR assembly with the tip
in the exhaust flow direction (towards the
SCR chamber), see Figure 28.
The nozzle can be bent to make a proper
route from the manifold to the mixer unit
but the bending radius must not be less
than 125mm. The nozzle is bolted to the
flange on the mixer chamber using a
graphite gasket; see section Replacing
the injection nozzle

DEF FLOW

EXHAUST FLOW

Figure 28.
Mixer assembly, cross section

When the mixer is mounted in a horizontal position
the orientation of the nozzle must be on the topside
of the mixer not more than ± 90° from the vertical
plane. See figure 29 below. This is to ensure proper
DEF evacuation when the engine is stopped

Figure 29.
Nozzle installation, allowed angle

A cutaway must be made in the insulation where the
nozzle is inserted. If the tube above the nozzle flange is
covered by insulation, heat from the exhaust system may
damage the nozzle interior. The insulation cutaway also
provides service access to the nozzle.

Figure 30. Insulation cutaway

Note! The inside radius of the hose must not be bent narrower than
125mm.
Note! In case of a vertical stack, there must be a water trap installed
between the injection point and the engine.
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3.8.3 Maintenance
The injection nozzle should be replaced every 12 month or 3000 operating hours, see
Appendix 03 - Maintenance
3.8.4 Replacing the injection nozzle
Release the coupling nut securing the nozzle to the DEF dosing unit before loosening the
nipple. Retract the nipple straight out of the DDU – note that it is easy to damage the oring of the nipple (Table 11, pos 5) if the nipple is not carefully inserted or retracted.
Note! Start by disabling the DDS and then release the air pressure. If the
nozzle is blocked /clogged, note that pressurized air can be trapped in
the urea line from the pump to the nozzle!
The Injection nozzle is available in different versions. Consult the bill-of-materials for your
specific system when ordering spare parts.
The washers, screws and o-ring in Table 11 can be reused
if the condition of the components are acceptable. The
gasket (position 1) shall always be replaced. When
installing the new nozzle, make sure that that the nozzle tip
is oriented in the same direction as the exhaust flow, see
figure 28.

5
4

Table 11 Injection nozzle, spare parts
Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6

3
2

P/N
102273
104090
104089
102270
102283
107457
108666

Description
Gasket
Washer spring
Screw
Washer tredo
O-ring
Injection nozzle, 8” / 1500mm
Injection nozzle, 5.5” / 1500mm

Qty
1
2
2
1
1
1

6

1

Figure 31. Injection nozzle
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4 Electrical components installation
This section describes the mechanical installation of the discrete electrical sensors in the
exhaust system. For electrical installation notes see section Cables. If the engine
interface is not CAN (J1939) bus based see also Appendix 14 – Installing discrete engine
sensors for further information.

4.1 Control cabinet
4.1.1 Function
The control cabinet contains an electronic control
unit (ECU), main switch, relays, 230/24V converter
and a terminal rail where all the wires from the
sensors and power supply are installed. The control
unit reads senor data from the engine and exhaust
system, monitors the SCR assembly and sensors
operation and meters out DEF to accomplish NOx
reduction according to the system calibration.
4.1.2 Installation
The control cabinet is wall mounted. M8-M12 bolts
may be used. To ensure a safe installation make sure
that the cabinet is well grounded.

Figure 32. Control cabinet
Diagnose
connector

In case of severe vibrations, the cabinet can be mounted on 6 pcs of rubber bobbins
(optional). If required, additional brackets (optional) may also be used.
Table 12 Control cabinet, brackets
Pos
1
2
3

P/N
108989
108990
480-00-0753.0
106110

Description
Control cabinet, 24VDC
Control cabinet, 230VAC
Rubber bobbin
Bracket

Qty
1
1
2

4.1.3 Maintenance
Check tightening of the terminal screws every 24 mon or 6000h, see Appendix 03 Maintenance
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5
8

4

3

6

24VDC

1
230VAC

7

2

Figure 33. DDS control cabinet, spare parts
1. Power supply unit (optional), 2. Automatic fuses, 3. Control relays, 4. Electronic control unit,
5. Electronic control unit for emergency stop, 6. Emergency stop switch,
7 Start switch (emergency stop reset), 8. LCD display unit
Table 13 Control cabinet, spare parts

Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Detail
Power supply unit, 6A (option)
Automatic fuse, 10A
Control relays, 6A
Electronic control unit
Electronic control unit,
emergency stop
Emergency stop switch
Start switch (Em.Stop reset)
LCD display unit
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4.2 NOx concentration sensor
4.2.1 Function
The NOx concentration sensor measures the
NOx contents of the exhaust gas and allows the
control system exact metering of DEF according
to the desired NOx reduction. A second sensor
(not supplied) is used during for system
verification during commissioning.
4.2.2 Installation

Figure 35.
NOx sensor, mounting boss

Figure 34.
NOx concentration sensor with control unit

Two mounting bosses for the NOx sensor element are supplied
and they shall both be installed in the exhaust system. The first
boss for the main sensor is installed in the exhaust pipe
upstream of the exhaust mixer. Make a 19 mm hole in the
exhaust pipe and weld the M20 mounting boss (STT P/N
107337) onto the exhaust pipe on top of the hole.
The second boss shall be installed downstream of the SCR
chamber and sealed with the supplied plug and cupper washer.
Position the boss so that it is easily to access during
commissioning.

The electronic control unit of the NOx
sensor should be kept away from the
exhaust heat radiation. The wiring
harness between the sensor element
and the sensor control unit is 600 mm.
Make sure that the sensor control unit is
attached securely with screws (use
flanged M6 screws) and within the
allowed mounting positions.
Figure 36 shows the allowed NOx
sensor mounting positions.
Figure 36.
Orientation of the NOx sensor control unit
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The NOx sensor element should be installed 150 mm or more from a bend and a flange.
Apply anti-seize (high temperature graphite paste) to the mounting boss and the sensor
thread before assembly. Max torque 50 Nm.

Figure 37.
Allowed orientation of the NOx-sensor
on the exhaust pipe

Figure 38.
Angle of the NOx sensor element

The NOx sensor has to be mounted in such way that no condensed water is collected
inside the protection tube of the sensing element.
The NOx sensor is sensitive to moist and has a built-in heater to keep the sensor
element dry at all times. If moist gets in contact with the sensor element the sensor
deteroriate. Once the sensor is installed in the exhaust pipe power supply must always
be enabled to the DDS control cabinet as long as the engine is running otherwise the
sensor risk being damaged.
Note! The NOx sensor requires permanent power supply once installed in the
exhaust pipe!
If the supply power for the control system is not available and the engine needs to
operate the sensor element should not be inserted in the exhaust stream.
A cutaway must be made in the insulation where the
sensor element is inserted. If the cable above the sensor
is covered by insulation, it may be damaged by heat from
the exhaust system. The insulation cutaway also
provides service access to the sensor.

Figure 39. Insulation cutaway

Table 14 NOx sensor, part no

Detail
NOx sensor
Plug for mounting boss
Cu washer for mounting boss
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4.3 Exhaust temperature sensors (thermocouple type)
4.3.1 Function
The SCR catalyst is only active above ~220°C. Injecting DEF at lower temperatures will
not cause NOx reduction and can lead to salt deposits in the SCR assembly. The SCR
temperature sensors, one upstream and one downstream of the catalyst, makes sure
that DEF metering is only enabled when the catalyst is active. Two separate temperature
sensors are also used for the emergency stop system. These sensors are located in the
same area.
4.3.2 Installation
The mixer and catalyst is pre-assembled with
fittings for the temperature sensors.
Install the sensors the following way;
1. Tighten the lock nut finger tight and
then with a key ¾ of a turn, only.
2. The sensor can be bent up to 90º in
any direction.
Figure 40. Installation of thermocouple

Note! Do not try to straighten the thermocouple after it has been bent once.
Note! Do not tight the nut past ¾ of a turn, the thermocouple will break or
wear out prematurely
Note! The inside radius of the thermocouple must not be bent narrower
than 15mm

Figure 41. Insulation cutaway

A cutaway must be made in the insulation where the
sensor element is inserted. If the cable above the sensor
is covered by insulation, it may be damaged by heat from
the exhaust system. The insulation cutaway also provides
service access to the sensor.

The temperature sensors have a wire length of 1 meter, see
figure 42 below.
Table 15 SCR temp sensors, part no

Detail
Temperature sensor SCR inlet, 1m
Temperature sensor SCR outlet, 1m
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4.4 Exhaust back pressure sensor
4.4.1 Function
The exhaust backpressure sensor detects blockage in the SCR
exhaust system. The control system uses two separate exhaust
back pressure sensor where one is used exclusively for the
emergency stop system. The installation of the two sensors is
identical and described below.
4.4.2 Installation
Figure 43.
Pressure sensor, mounting boss
Four mounting bosses for the pressure sensor hose fittings shall
be installed in the exhaust system. Two bosses are installed
upstream of the exhaust mixer of the SCR assembly and the second two bosses
downstream of the SCR chamber. Make a 15mm hole in the exhaust pipe and weld the
25mm mounting boss (STT P/N 104345) onto the exhaust pipe on top of the hole.

LOW
(downstream =
towards muffler
or endpipe)
HIGH
(upstream =
towards engine)
LOW
(downstream)
HIGH
(upstream)

SCR chamber
Exhaust mixer

Figure 44.
Installed pressure sensor

The default position for the backpressure sensor assembly is on the right hand side of
the bracket where the DDU is mounted, see figure 44 above. Install the pressure hose on
the boss on the exhaust pipe.
Note! Ensure that the exhaust back pressure hoses are routed uphill from
the exhaust pipe to the pressure sensor to enable drainage of condensed
water.
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Apply anti-seize (high temperature graphite paste) on the
thread of the mounting boss and on the hose end. Install
the threaded end of the metal hose into the mounting
boss. The other end should be connected with the hose
routed to the sensor. The length of the metal hose is 1 m.
Table 16 EBP sensor, part no

Detail
Exhaust backpressure sensor
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Apply
anti-seize

Figure 45.
Pressure sensor, installation

Part no
103407

The Exhaust backpressure sensors
must be located so that the pressure
hoses can maintain a downward slope
towards the connecting nipples on the
exhaust pipe. Humidity from the
exhaust stream will otherwise disturb
the pressure measurement or damage
the pressure sensor element

Exhaust
backpressure
sensor above
Mixer and SCR
chamber

Figure 46.
Relative positioning of Exhaust backpressure sensors
Pressure sensor

4.4.3 EBP sensor relocation
If the sensors can not be installed on the
DEF dosing unit bracket for reasons
mentioned above, e.g. in a vertical stack,
an optional (10m) extended wiring harness
for the exhaust back pressure sensor is
available.
Table 17 EBP extension cable, part no

Detail
EBP extension cable, 10m

Part no
108365

Figure 47.
Pressure sensor, vertical stack
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4.5 Cables
This section describes the electrical installation of the SCRmarine control system.
4.5.1 Cable restrictions
The standard cable length is 10 m. Maximum wiring routing length between the control
cabinet and the system components is 15 m, with an exception for the following cables
where the range is extended to 30 m:
 SUPPLY
Dosing system power supply
 OBD
LCD slave panel
 ALA
Sum alarm signal vessel diagnose interface
 RUN
Engine running signal
See section Cables for detailed information
Note! Use only cables delivered, or specified, by STT Emtec AB to ensure
proper system operation!
The electrical installation kit includes a full set of
installation cables. All cables are connected from the
side terminal rail of the SCRmarine control cabinet
(Figure 49) to each respective DDS system component.
When required the cables are equipped with a mating
connector at the sensor/actuator end.

Figure 48.
Cable marking
24VDC

Each cable is tagged with a label at the component
End and a separate chart of label stickers is included
for tagging the control cabinet side after the cable is
cut to the appropriate length. (Figure 48)

230VAC

Figure 49.
Terminal rail, control cabinet
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4.5.2 Wire connection
The wires in the cables are numbered and the wires shall be connected to the terminal
rail in the control cabinet according to the following tables:


24VDC system use Table 18 – Wire installation chart 24VDC system



230VAC system use Table 19 – Wire installation chart 230VAC system

The terminal rail is labelled A-M with an adjoining consecutive nr, e.g. “C2”, and each
wire corresponds to a unique terminal nr according to the column Wire connections in the
Wire installation chart.


Note that not all wires in all cables shall be connected in the control cabinet.
Non connected wires are marked with a ‘-‘ in the installation chart.



Note also that not all terminals in the control cabinet are occupied
This depends on your actual system configuration



Note that not all cables in the Wire installation chart may be included in your cable
kit. Cables not included should not be installed unless pointed out in specific
installation instructions.



Note that Nx2x0.75 type cables have number prints
and the 3G1.5 and 2x0.22/K type cables are colour coded

The difference between 24VDC systems and 230VAC systems lies in connecting the
supply power and CAN (J1939) databus to the DEF dosing system. See further notes in
section Electrical installation considerations.
4.5.3 Component layout
Use Figure 50 - Component location and Tables 18/19 – Wire installation chart to match
each individual cable marking to the corresponding installation point (sensor, actuator,
power supply etc). The position numbers in the figure corresponds to the cable No in the
wire installation chart.
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12

5, 6
9
16

17, 19

18, 20
7

1
2
4

3

8

10

11

13

14

15

18

Figure 50.
Cable to component location

1. TANK, 2. NOX, 3. CAN, 4. PUMP, 5, 6. EBP, EBPb, 7. NOX2, 8. MAP, 9. OBD, 10. COM, 11. RUN, 12. AIR,
13. ALA, 14. RPM, 15. MIT, 16. DDU, 17, 19. Tscr1, Tscr1b, 18, 20. Tscr2, Tscr2b, 21. SUPPLY

Note that not all cables may apply to your specific SCRmarine system.
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Table 18. Wire installation chart 24VDC
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Table 19. Wire installation chart 230VAC
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4.5.4 CAN databus in (J1939) 24VDC vs 230VAC installation (CAN, SUPPLY cables)
The DDS normally derives runtime data for Engine speed, Engine load, Engine boost air
pressure and Engine boost air temperature from the CAN databus (SAE-J1939 format) of
the engine. This is the case if the cable marked ‘CAN’ is included in the installation kit.
In a 24VDC installation care must be taken to derive supply power to the DDS from a
power source with the same electrical 0V potential as the engine. Otherwise engine
malfunction or component damage may occur. When installing the ‘CAN’ cable in a
24VDC application the 0V wire (nr 1) of that cable shall not be connected, see Table 18,
since there already exists a 0V reference in the power supply cable and dual 0V
connection will create an undesired ground loop.
In a 230VAC installation it is equally important that the 0V wire (nr 1) in the ‘CAN ‘ cable
must be connected the 0V terminal of the node supplying the engines databus, see Table
19. Improper CAN databus grounding can also lead to engine malfunction or component
damage.
In Appendix 04 a list of typical CAN bus access points for various engines can be found.
Operation of the CAN bus can be monitored using the runtime meters: Engine speed,
Engine load, Boost prs, Boost air temp, CAN status (See section LCD diagnose)
Note! Improper CAN grounding may lead to engine malfunction and/or
component damage!
4.5.5 CAN terminating resistance (CAN cable)
The CAN databus requires a fixed terminating resistance of 60Ω connected over the
CAN_LO and CAN_HI lines. Normally the CAN databus of the engine is active and
communicating with other nodes in the vessel, such as a Throttle controller, gearbox or
propeller control system etc, in which case the terminating resistance is already set to
60Ω. Should the CAN databus not be used by other nodes it may require external
termination to be able to broadcast the data required by the DDS. Bus termination can be
electronically enabled in 3 steps (HiZ=No termination, 120Ω or 60Ω). Contact STT Emtec
AB for an updated dataset if CAN termination is required.
If the CAN databus is already terminated external termination may cause engine
malfunction.
Operation of the CAN bus can be monitored using the runtime meters: Engine speed,
Engine load, Boost prs, Boost air temp, CAN status (See section LCD diagnose)
Note! Improper CAN termination may lead to engine malfunction!
4.5.6 Activation relay input (RUN cable)
Besides from the Engine speed data from the CAN bus (or a discrete sensor) the DDS
requires a redundant activation signal indicating that the engine is running. This signal
connects to the ‘RUN’ cable and drives a potential free relay coil (6-24VDC/100mA) in
the DDS, see Table 18/19. Please note that the activation signal must be ON even during
idling and not only at high engine load.
Operation of the activation signal can be monitored using the runtime meter: Activation
(See section LCD diagnose)
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4.5.7 Alarm relay output (ALA cable)
The alarm output is activated whenever the DDS is in state Alarm and DEF dosing (and
NOx reduction) is disabled. In this state the red alarm lamp on the LCD is also lit and the
display reads “Service required”
The alarm connects to the ALA cable and is a potential-free relay contact capable of
driving 24VDC or 230VAC at 6A. It is intended to connect to the sum-alarm of the vessel
monitoring system. Both the Normally Open and Normally Closed contacts are available,
see Table 18/19.
4.5.8 Fuses and system disable
The control cabinet carries a fuse pair for the power supply:
1. The fuse pair carries the power supply to the
DDS and shall always be active when the
Engine is operating or the NOx sensor risk being
damaged. Also without power supply the
post-running cleaning process will not take place
and the injection components risk being clogged
by salt deposits from the remaining DEF.
2. The emergency switch outside the cabinet door
also acts as a disabling switch.
Activating the emergency switch can be used as a
means of safely stopping the DDS when service
is required. To enable the system after activation of
the emergency switch is done by releasing the
emergency switch and push the start button.
Emergency switch and start button is shown in
figure 33.
I.e. never interrupt supply power to the DDS unless for
safety reasons. See also section System operation.

24VDC

230VA

Figure 51.
Fuses, control cabinet

Note! Always keep supply power enabled to the DDS in order to avoid
damage to NOx sensor(-s) and injection components!
4.5.9 Cable shield connection
Some cables (Nx2x0.75 types) carry a metallic sheath (shield) beneath their jacket. The
shield needs not to be connected and may be cut away. It is acceptable to connect the
sheath to GND (not to 0V) in the control cabinet but in this case the sheath must not be
connected in the component end.
4.5.10 Power consumption and fuse dimensioning
The DDS has an average power consumption of 100W and peak power is 150W. In
24VDC installation a 10A fuse type B is recommended. In a 230VAC installation a 1A
fuse is theoretically acceptable but the 3G1.5 ‘SUPPLY’ cable allows for a fuse in the
practical range of up to 10A.
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4.5.11 Discrete (non CAN) engine sensors
When using discrete sensors instead of a CAN databus to pick up the required engine
signals Appendix 14 – Installing discrete engine sensors provides a guide thru the
mechanical installation process. Note that the system configuration may contain a mix of
CAN and discrete sensors, i.e. some but not all required signals may be available on the
CAN bus. Install all cables provided in the installation kit to make sure that all required
signals are available to the DDS control system before commissioning.
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5 System operation
The third section provides information on how to operate the SCRmarine control system,
i.e. safe enabling/disabling and troubleshooting using the built-in diagnostic functions.

5.1 Routine operation
The DDS control system does not require any day-to-day handling to operate normally.
Power- and air supply shall always be active and the control system automatically
operates the necessary actuators when the engine starts and stops etc. (See also
sections 4.2 NOx-sensor and 3.7 DEF dosing unit regarding the importance of always
keeping power- and air supply active)
The LCD diagnose display will provide information on operator actions required besides
normal service and maintenance, such as refilling the DEF service tank or if any
components should fail.

5.2 Enabling and disabling DEF dosing
The DDS need to be shut down in a safe manner if electrical power or compressed air
must be interrupted e.g. for maintenance purposes.
The shutdown procedure looks like this.
1. Activate/push the emergency switch on the control cabinet door.
2. Wait for the LCD display to read “System Stopped”
3. Disengage supply power and/or compressed air supply
Following this procedure makes sure that the post-operating component cleaning
process was completed in order to avoid salt blockage in the injection components.
The startup procedure is equally simple:
1. Engage air supply
2. Engage power supply and release the emergency stop
3. Press the start switch on the cabinet door.
Note! Do not operate the engine without power supply to the DDS or the
NOx sensor(-s) risk being damaged!
When the emergency stop is activated (and the LCD show “System Stopped”) the DDS is
deactivated in the sense that all actuators are disabled and no air or DEF is consumed
(or injected into the exhaust stream). The sum alarm relay will be permanently activated
while the emergency stop is activated. The relay will also activate when power supply to
the DDS control system is interrupted.
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5.3 Troubleshooting
A log of diagnostic trouble codes (DTC’s) is available in the LCD menu system, see
section 5.4 Monitoring system.
Table 23 – List of trouble codes serves as a guide for troubleshooting.
Note! Some DTC’s are latched and need to be cleared before DEF dosing
is re-enabled. (Latched DTC’s are marked ‘L’ in DTC list)
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5.4 Monitoring system
A diagnostic display (see figure 52 below) is mounted at the front of the SCR control
cabinet. This display shows the current state of the system. The display has three lamps
indicating the operating state:
 Green
System On – Normal operation
 Yellow
Warning – Limited NOx reduction, service required
 Red
Alarm – No NOx reduction, service required
When the engine is stopped, and after the post-running cleaning process is complete, the
DDS shuts down with all lamps off, unless a severe Alarm condition exists.

SCR
CCT

Figure 52. Diagnose display

5.4.1 DDS operating states
The normal startup procedure for the DDS means going from System OFF, where DEF
dosing is disabled, via Starting, where the DEF pump is primed and the nozzle cooled by
atomization air, into System OK.
In system OK DEF dosing is enabled according to requested ANR (ammonia to NOx
ratio) and actual exhaust prerequisites. When the required dosing amount equals zero
the control system enters state stopping where the nozzle is evacuated from DEF.
If the engine is stopped the state Stopping will perform additional system evacuation by
means of reversing the pump and flushing air thru the injection system, before returning
to System OFF. The current state is reflected on the Main menu screen.
The system operating state is always displayed in the Main menu unless there are active
trouble codes. NOx reduction is active when the state shows: ‘System OK’.
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Stopping

Dosing
Normal
operation

Evac
Nozzle
evac. at 0
dosing

(hose filling)

Flush
System
evac.
After-run

System test

Any

Any

Warning
System
warning
active

Override
Manual
solenoid
control

Cleaning
Purge
Dissolve
partial
blocking

Holdoff
DEF
dosing
balancing

Regen
Dissolve
severe
blocking

Verify
Prs. test to
resume
dosing

Figure 53.
System operating states
Table 20 – System states as reflected on the LCD

LCD
display
System
OFF
Starting

System
OK

Definition
DEF dosing disabled. All solenoid valves closed. DEF supply pump
stopped.
Priming the DEF supply pump, filling the pressurized part of the DDU with
DEF, filling the injection nozzle with DEF, cooling the injection nozzle
before commencing DEF metering.
This is the waiting point before SCR temperatures allows DEF injection.
DEF dosing is active according to the programmed calibration. Dissolving
of minor blockage in the injection nozzle may take place

Stopping

When DEF dosing is not required (but engine is running) the DEF in the
injection nozzle is returned to the service tank to prevent salt blockage.
If the engine is stopped a post-injection cleaning process will attempt to
evacuate all DEF lines including the DDU and supply pump.

Cleaning

This mode is entered only in case of a severe blockage in the injection
nozzle in an attempt to dissolve the blockage using the heat from the
exhaust stream.
In this state the operation of solenoid valves and the pump is controlled by
the LCD operator and normal DEF dosing is inhibited
Diagnostic Trouble Code(-s) active. DEF dosing disabled.

System
test
Service
required
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5.4.2 LCD diagnose operation
The LCD can be used interactively to perform system diagnose functions using the 4
arrow buttons under the display. The buttons let you navigate thru a menu structure
where you can monitor, test and adjust system behaviour. Pressing and holding down a
button will cause a 1 sec automatic repetition of that key. The full menu is outlined in
Figure 55 and in Appendix 06 – LCD diagnostics chart.
The menu is based around a Main screen to which the system always reverts after a
limited time if the operator is not actively using the arrow buttons.
The Main screen will always display either of the two following:
1. The operating state plus DEF service tank filling, or
2. Any active Warning or Alarm level trouble code(-s) if such exists
(If several DTC’s are active at the same time the display will scroll the list of active
codes every 3 sec)
System OK
DEF:[ ||||||||||

Service required
35: Air supply

]

Figure 54.
Main screen, normal view

Main screen, DTC active

When the DEF dosing system is powered up the LCD will show a Boot splash screen
with firmware and dataset information. You can exit the Boot screen by pressing the ↓
Down button or simply wait 30s before the system reverts to Main screen.
Boot screen
Firmware and dataset
versions
SW: mSCR 140826
DS: VPD16LBP

Previous

Previous
30
s

DTC log
List of active and stored
trouble codes with count

Error reset
Clearing active errors and
trouble code log
Clear errors?
[ ]

5s

DTC cnt 12
31:DEF tank empty

Runtime data
List of runtime variables and
system states

Main screen
System state and DEF level
or active DTC’s
30s

System OK
DEF:[ ||||||||||

]

30s

Engine speed
1546 rpm

30
s
Clear

Next

Next
Actuator test
Manually operate solenoids
and relays

Previous
X= On

AIR Nozzle prs
[ x ] 1726 mbar

Next

5
s
Activate

Figure 55.
LCD diagnose menu structure
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5.4.3 Available diagnose screens
 Boot screen
Displays firmware and dataset versions
Reverts automatically to Main screen after 30s or upon key ↓
Only active at power-up
 Main screen
Normally active menu
Displays either system state plus service tank filling or active trouble codes
 DTC log
Activate by key ← from Main menu
List of currently and previously active trouble codes
Show nr of occurrences since last reset plus a blinking ‘F’ if the DTC is currently
active
Scroll the list using keys ↓ or ↑
Reverts to main menu after 30s if no key is pressed or by pressing key →
 Error reset
Activate by key ← from DTC log
Clear DTC log by pressing key ↓
Reverts to main menu after 30s if no key is pressed or by pressing key →
 Runtime data
Activate by key → from Main menu
Show list of runtime data from the control system, see Table 21
Scroll the list using keys ↓ or ↑
Reverts to main menu after 30s if no key is pressed or by pressing key ←
 Actuator test
Activate by key ↓ from Main menu
Show list of actuator test modes from the control system, see Table 22
Scroll the list using keys → or ←
Reverts to main menu after 30s if no key is pressed or by pressing key ←
Note: in actuator test mode normal system operation (NOx reduction) is inhibited!
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5.4.4 Runtime data
The following meters are available in the list of runtime data. They are useful during postinstallation check-up and during troubleshooting.
Table 21 – list of runtime data

Runtime data
Engine load [%]
Engine speed [rpm]
Boost air temp [°C]
Boost prs [mbar]
Engine NOx [ppm]
T_SCR1 [°C]
DEF level [l]
Activation
T_SCR2 [°C]
Supply voltage
[mV]
Exhaust prs [mbar]
CAN status
Nozzle prs [mbar]
Tail NOx [ppm]
DEF1 prs [mbar]
DEF2 prs [mbar]
Engine time [h]
Dosing time [h]
DEF temp [°C]
Air offset prs [%]
Inj offset prs [%]
Air pressure

Description
From engine J1939
From engine J1939 (or optional discrete sensor)
From engine J1939 (or optional discrete sensor)
From engine J1939 (or optional discrete sensor)
NOx concentration at SCR chamber inlet
Temperature at SCR chamber inlet
Filling rate of DEF service tank
State of Engine running signal/relay
Temperature at SCR chamber outlet
Internal supply voltage in DDS cabinet
Pressure drop over SCR
Composite state signal for J1939 and NOx
Backpressure in injection nozzle resulting from atomization air
NOx concentration at SCR chamber outlet
Pressure at DEF injector inlet (prs regulator)
Pressure at DEF injector outlet
Total engine running time
Total engine running with SCR dosing active
DEF temperature in DDU
Deviation from baseline nozzle pressure
Deviation from baseline DEF pressure
State of pressure switch on FR unit

5.4.5 Actuator test
The following actuators can be activated in this test mode. Note that while in actuator test
mode DEF dosing (NOx reduction) will be disabled.
Table 22 – List of actuator test

Actuator
Air valve
Flush valve
DEF pump
DEF injector
Alarm relay
Pump priming
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BOX 46, Njurundavägen16A
SE-862 02 NJURUNDA
SWEDEN

Action
Operate atomization air valve
Operate flush air valve
Operate DEF pump (full rpm fwd)
Override DEF metering valve (25% duty)
Override alarm relay
Initiate the pump priming sequence
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Display
Nozzle prs [mbar]
Nozzle prs [mbar]
DEF1 prs [mbar]
DEF2 prs [mbar]
N/A
DEF1 prs [mbar]
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5.4.5 Diagnostic trouble codes
The following trouble codes can appear in the DTC log. This chart is useful as a
troubleshooting guide.
Table 23 – List of trouble codes

Nr
1
2

DTC
Load sensor
Speed
sensor
Boost air
temp sensor
Air flow
sensor
Boost prs
sensor
NOx conc
sensor
Tail NOx
sensor
T_SCR1
sensor
T_SCR2
sensor

Definition
J1939 (CAN) communication
with engine interrupted.
Normally these codes appear
in group. CAN connections
typically located in engine
control cabinet or on the
actual engine

Action(-s)
1. Check engine CAN bus status
2. Check CAN termination
3. Check CAN wiring
4. Check/replace ECU
Note: These signals may be
discrete (analogue), in this case
see sensor datasheet for guidance

Sensor reports measurement
fault or CAN communication
interrupted. Sensors located
on exhaust system
Sensor reading out-of-range (50C > T > 2000C). Sensors
located on SCR chamber

1. Check sensor wiring
2. Check/replace NOx sensor
3. Check/replace ECU

9

Exhaust prs
sensor

10

Nozzle prs
sensor
DEF1 prs
sensor
DEF2 prs
sensor
DEF level
sensor

Sensor reading out-of-range
(0mbar > P > 1.000mbar).
Sensor typically located on
DDU mounting bracket.
Sensor reading out-of-range
(0mbar > P > 10.000mbar).
Sensors located on DDU.

3
4
5
6
14
7
8

12
13
11

Sensor reading out-of-range
(0L > P > 100L). Sensor
located on service tank.

15

DEF temp
sensor

Sensor reading out-of-range (50C > T > 500C). Sensor
located on DDU

16
17

AUX sensor
CAN comm

Sensor reading out-of-range
CAN communication
interrupted. Normally occurs
with engine and NOx sensors.
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1. Check sensor
2. Check sensor wiring
The sensor element is a
thermocouple type K and shall
measure < 10 Ω
1. Check sensor
2. Check sensor wiring
The sensor shall read ≈500mV at
atmosphere
1. Check sensor
2. Check sensor wiring
The sensor shall read ≈1300mV at
atmosphere

1. Check sensor
2. Check sensor wiring
The sensor shall read ≈4500mV at
full tank
1. Check sensor
2. Check sensor wiring
The sensor shall read ≈2000mV at
20°C
N/A (spare sensor)
1. Check CAN wiring
2. Check CAN termination
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18

Supply
voltage

19

Internal
temp

20

Program
failure

21

Mapdata
failure

Internal ECU fault

22

Exhaust prs
warning

23

Exhaust prs
alarm

Relative exhaust pressure
above warning limit (<200%).
Indicate blockage
(soot/deposits) in the SCR
catalyst but can also be the
result of plugged sensor
hoses or moist-damaged
sensor element
Relative exhaust pressure
above alarm limit (<500%).
DTC latched, DEF dosing
disabled!
Relative injector pressure drop
(Inj offset prs) out-of-range.
Indicates a blocked injection
nozzle or a blocked DEF
injector. DEF2 prs sensor and
DEF injector located on DDU.
Relative nozzle backpressure
(Air offset prs) out-of-range.
Nozzle prs sensor located on
DDU

L

Supply voltage out-of-range
(13V > V > 32.0V). As
measured by the ECU.
Temperature out-of-range (50C > T > 200C). Internal
measurement in ECU
Internal ECU fault

24

DEF flow
control

25

Air flow
control

26

System
frozen

DDU below DEF freezing
point (< -11C). DEF temp
sensor located on DDU.

27

Nozzle
blocked

Both wet cleaning and heat
cleaning failed. Indicates a
blocked injection nozzle.
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1. Check power fuses
2. Check power supply
3. Check power wiring
1. Replace ECU

1. Reboot ECU (switch pwr
supply)
2. Replace ECU
1. Reboot ECU (switch pwr
supply)
2. Replace ECU
1. Check sensor hoses for
water/soot
2. Check/replace sensor
3. Check exhaust mixer and SCR
chamber for deposits

Same as DTC 22. This code is
latched and must be cleared by the
operator before DEF dosing is reenabled.
1. Replace injection nozzle
2. Check/replace DEF2 prs
sensor
3. Check/replace DEF injector
DEF offset prs [%] should be ≈ 0%
1.
2.
3.
4.

Check air supply pressure
Replace injection nozzle
Test AIR and FLS valves
Check/replace Nozzle prs
sensor
5. Check DDU for internal
blockage
Air offset prs [%] should be ≈ 0%
1. Thaw DEF dosing system
2. Check DEF temperature sensor
3. Check sensor wiring
The sensor is a PTC element and
should measure ≈ 2500Ω at 20°C
1. Replace injection nozzle
2. Check DDU for internal
blockage
Head office: Njurunda
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28

DEF tank
empty

DEF service tank level below
reserve limit (<15L)

29

Exhaust
temp alarm

Exhaust temperature above
alarm limit (>550C).
DTC latched, DEF dosing
disabled!

L

30

31

32

33

34
35

36

37

NOx
reduction

Comparison of Engine- and
Tail NOx does not match ANR
setting. Indicates a flow
problem in the DDU or a
damaged SCR catalyst or a
deteriorated NOx sensor.
Sensors located in the
exhaust system.
DEF
PDEF1 does not equal DEF
pressure
regulator pressure
control
(4000mbar). Indicates a DEF
supply problem in the DDU or
a DEF regulator failure. Air
leakage in the DEF supply
suction line (service tank –
supply pump)
Air supply
Pressure switch on FR unit
not active. Indicates lack of air
supply.
DEF
Comparison of service tank
consumption consumption does not match
accumulated DEF dosing.
Indicates blockage in DDU or
NOx or engine sensors
malfunction.
Flush failed
The previous Flush sequence
did not successfully complete
Priming
The previous Priming
failed
sequence did not successfully
complete
Evacuation
The previous Evacuation
failed
sequence did not successfully
complete
Alarm reset
Indicates how many times the
DTC’s were reset
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1. Refill service tank
2. Check tank level armature
3. Check DEF level sensor
Check all exhaust components for
heat damage: SCR catalyst, SCR
temp sensors, NOx sensors.
Verify NOx reduction and system
calibration.
This code is latched and must be
cleared by the operator before
DEF dosing is re-enabled.
Verify NOx reduction and system
calibration.

1. Replace DEF filter
2. Check/replace DEF regulator
3. Check/replace DEF supply
pump

1. Verify air pressure on FR unit
gauge
2. Test AIR and FLS valves
1. Check/replace DDU
Verify NOx reduction and system
calibration.

These DTC’s are for monitoring
engine operating cycle and may be
disregarded.
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38

L

39

System
disabled

DEF
temperature

Emergency stop envoked
LCD reads ‘System
STOPPED’

DEF temp > 60C
DEF pump stopped
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1. Release STOP switch on
control cabinet
2. Check T_SCR1B temperature
and sensor
3. Check T_SCR2B temperature
and sensor
4. Check EBPB pressure and
sensor
This code is latched and must be
cleared by the operator before
DEF dosing is re-enabled.
Press START switch on control
cabinet to release the latch
Note that functions 1-4 above must
be ok before the STOP can be
released
1. Check actual DEF temperature
2. Check DEF temp sensor on
DDU

“Normal” trouble codes

Some trouble codes are a result of normal system operation or wear and may appear
more frequent than others. They indicate a need for regular system maintenance.
Below is a short form table of the most frequent codes and suggestions on how to act.
Table 24 – Frequent trouble codes

Nr
28
32

DTC
DEF tank empty
Air supply

25

Air flow control

24

DEF flow control

38

System disabled
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Action
Refill DEF service tank
Check gauge on FR unit and
external compressor, see
section 3.5
Replace injection nozzle, see
section 3.8
Replace injection nozzle, see
section 3.8
Replace DEF filter, see
section 3.7.4
Release STOP switch on
control cabinet
Press START switch on
control cabinet
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5.5 External monitoring options
5.5.1 Slave display panel
A discrete display panel can be fitted in parallel with the display on the control cabinet
front. The slave panel will show the same information and have access to the same
features as the cabinet display. The maximum cable length for this display is 30m (to the
control cabinet).
 Dimensions: 117mm x 79mm x 24mm
 IP classification: IP20
 Temperature range: -20ºC-+70ºC

Figure 56. Discrete display

5.5.2 PC diagnose software
In addition to the LCD based diagnostics a PC based software called EmtecDiag is also
available. EmtecDiag enables access to extensive trouble code history and recorded
logger data.
See Appendix 13 – PC diagnostic tool manual for further information

Figure 57.
Example of monitoring software desktop
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